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Sedus at the A + A in Düsseldorf 

Under the motto "People Count", this year's trade fair for occupational health and safety at work invites visitors to 
Düsseldorf from 5 to 8 November.  

A + A is one of the few trade fairs that has been able to report a strong increase in visitor and exhibitor numbers in recent 
years. Also due to its increasingly international orientation, it is currently the largest specialist forum for personal 
protection, occupational safety and health at work. 

Sedus has been a regular exhibitor at the fair for many years and will be presenting proven seating ergonomics and, of 
course, the latest product innovations such as the se:flex and se:motion swivel chairs, which caused a stir at the last 
year’s Orgatec in Cologne.  

With se:flex, Sedus launched its first swivel chair with automatic weight adjustment that makes ergonomically perfect 
sitting astonishingly easy, especially when changing activities. se:flex detects the weight of its users, regulates the 
backrest pressure and offers previously unattainable seating comfort that is far superior to most swivel chairs in this 
price segment.  

With se:motion, Sedus has achieved a major technical breakthrough, as this swivel chair completely dispenses with 
conventional mechanics. What seemed a dream just a few years ago has now been realised by Sedus designers and 
engineers through the development of a new kinematic system that allows previously unknown freedom of movement 
and design quality. 

The rockero+ and movigo+ chair models, specifically developed for the orthopaedic sector, will also be presented to the 
specialist public. The consulting services, combined under Sedus ergo+, are aimed at decision makers and specialists 
who are responsible for occupational health management and towards end users who want to increase their personal 
competence. The aim is not only to actively counteract back pain, but also to provide people with helpful tools and 
information for better health maintenance, exercise and metabolism. 

The topic of workplace health promotion has now also reached SMEs. Entrepreneurs have recognised that the design of 
healthy workplaces is not only an important prerequisite for  producing good work, but also an essential component of 
holistic prevention and to prevent health damage. 

A + A offers new products, solutions and ideas that focus on people so that they can work more safely, in a healthier way 
and more efficiently. We live in a working world that has never changed so quickly and that will continue to keep 
changing. The fair offers a wide range of specialisms, from developments in occupational medicine and ergonomics in the 
workplace to the promotion of exercise and good nutrition, along with the handling of digitisation, robotics and artificial 
intelligence. 

The Sedus stand will be located in Hall 10, Stand D22. 
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